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Emilia Romagna

Marina 
Punta Marina
Adriano 
Punta Marina
Sole
Marina Romea
Rivaverde
Marina di Ravenna
Pini
Punta Marina
Pineta
Milano Marittima

International Italia
Rimini
Romagna 
Riccione
International Riccione
Riccione

Vigna sul Mar 
Lido di Pomposa 
Spina
Lido di Spina

Tuscany

Desenzano 
Desenzano del Garda

City of Bologna
Bologna

Italy
Torre del Lago Puccini

Stella del Mare
Castiglione della Pescaia

Orbetello
Orbetello

City Breaks

Lake Garda

Marina Julia 
Monfalcone

Jesolo Beach
Jesolo

Jesolo and the Upper 
Adriatic

Marche and Abruzzo

La Risacca
Porto Sant’Elpidio
Stork 
Roseto degli Abruzzi

20 DESTINATIONS
FOR YOU TO VISIT:
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
CLUB DEL SOLE!

CLUB 
DEL 
SOLE 
WORLD
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FAMILY CAMPING VILLAGES

20 Family Camping Villages located in some 
of the most famous seaside resorts in Italy, 
more than 8,000 accommodation solutions set 
in nature to choose from, as well as fun water 
theme parks, large private beaches, a catering 
service managed directly by the Group, a circuit 
of Glam accommodation and much, much more.

A Club del Sole holiday is an unforgettable 
experience to share with your loved-ones, 
where you’ll find the perfect blend of 
nature, impeccable customer service, high-
value experiences in the local surroundings, 
entertainment for the whole family, hospitality, 
well-being and sports. Making unforgettable 
memories for all our guests comes naturally to 
us, and it is our best asset. Are you ready to set 
off?

NATURALLY 
SIMPLE, 
NATURALLY CLUB 
DEL SOLE!
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THE HISTORY OF CLUB DEL SOLE
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AN ENJOYABLE HOLIDAY ALSO STEMS 
FROM GOOD FOOD
Going on holiday is fun, but not if you have to 
do your own cooking! The restaurants at our 
Family Camping Villages offer great a la carte 
menus along with the possibility of choosing 
between lots of different options.

• 20 restaurants in 7 regions
• Typical local recipes and tasty pizzas
• Dedicated menus, for children too
• Catering also for food intolerances (1 

restaurant certified by the Italian Coeliac 
Society)

• Possibility of choosing between the Hotel 
B&B, Half Board and Full Board formula

RESTAURANTS, 
BEACH & POOLS

SPECIALISTS IN WATER THEME PARKS
All guests of our Family Camping Villages benefit from 
free access to the many water theme parks and pools 
available at our facilities. An oasis of fun to enjoy!

17 pool parks
10 water slides
1 river pool
1 diving platform
1 Olympic pool
5 semi-Olympic pools
Dedicated sunbathing areas

ARE YOU READY FOR YOUR SEASIDE HOLIDAY?
From the Adriatic Riviera to Tuscany’s beaches and beyond, 
a large number of bathing establishments in Italy’s biggest 
seaside resorts. Private beaches, special-price facilities and 
plenty of room for your 4-legged friend too!

• Free access beach or accessorised beach
• Beach volley, beach tennis and beach basketball courts
• Play areas for tiny tots
• Dog Beaches
• Seafront restaurants
• Huts, fast food eateries and bars on the beach
• Live entertainment
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FUN IS A SERIOUS AFFAIR!
Get involved with our mixture of evening shows and family 
activities and allow your imagination to travel to a fantastic 
world of sports, nature and entertainment.

• Creative workshops, children’s games and a Mini-club
• Sports tournaments for kids and adults
• Fitness courses in the pool and on the beach with 

qualified instructors
• Dancing and daily live entertainment
• Evening shows

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
& DOGS WELCOME

YOUR DOG-FRIENDLY HOLIDAY
Your 4-legged friend is part of your family 
and we know this full well. That’s why at 
Club del Sole Family Camping Villages, 
you’ll find dog-friendly accommodation 
units and amenities.

• Accommodation units with “dogs 
allowed” featuring a veranda with a 
gate

• Dog Beaches 
• Off-lead exercise areas and agility trails
• Showers to wash your dog
• Specific products available from our 

markets
• Restricted access areas in certain 

water theme parks
• Customised instructors

DOG EXPERIENCE (new for 2021!)
Organised small daily activities (mental 
interaction games, treasure hunt, walks 
along the lagoon, etc..) 
• Work to raise awareness of the rules 

to be abided by at the village for the 
welfare of your dog 

• Mini dog show 
• Medals with the number of your 

accommodation unit
• The Dog Experience will be available at 

the following Family Camping Villages: 
Vigna sul Mar, Spina, Marina, Adriano, 
Marina Julia, Jesolo
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LOCAL SURROUNDINGS 
& NATURE

RELAXING IN NATURE OR 
PURE ADRENALIN-PACKED 
FUN
The Lagoon in Orbetello, The 
Regional Park at the Po river Delta, 
the Tuscan Archipelago National 
Park, Conero National Park: these 
are just some of the natural areas 
you’ll find near our Family Camping 
Villages. Just a stone’s throw from 
our facilities, you’ll also find some 
spectacular art cities to visit or 
enjoy a day in one of the many 
water parks and theme parks.

Culture and tradition
Fine food and wine, 
small picturesque towns 
to uncover, as well as 
all the culture that Italy 
has to offer: whether 
your destination is in 
the hinterland of Emilia 
Romagna’s Riviera or the 
Gran Sasso Nature Park, 
Tuscany’s Maremma 
region or Versilia, our 
Family Camping Villages 
are always the perfect 
departure point to explore 
your surroundings.
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YOUR GLAM HOLIDAY
An accommodation concept without 
compromise, in elegant and exclusive 
accommodation units, including finely 
refurbished apartments, beautiful lakeside 
or seaside mobile homes, and perfect hotel 
rooms with all the trimmings: let yourselves 
be won over by the Glam Experience of 
Club del Sole!

Desenzano Glam Village: apartments with 
designer interiors, lakefront mobile homes, 
memorable culinary experiences provided 
by exceptional chefs, in the spectacular 
setting of Lake Garda.
Glam Hotel Vigna sul Mar: Impeccable 
interiors with sections in exposed ancient 
stone, private terrace, bright settings, the 
timeless elegance of exposed wooden 
beams. And your own private beach just a 
stone’s throw away.
Glam Residence Stork (new for 2021!): an 
exclusive perspective of the green heart of 
Abruzzo, with refurbished apartments, large 
panoramic terraces, private indoor parking 
and many other benefits dedicated to those 
in search of maximum quality.

GLAM & SMART 
WORKING VILLAGE

Your Smart holiday
Discover our Smart Working Village formula, 
designed for those who need to continue working 
but don’t want to miss out on a great open-air 
holiday with all the family. Comfortable mobile 
homes surrounded by nature and all the space you 
want, with the most vital amenities to assist you in 
your smart working!
• Mobile office
• Free Wi-Fi
• Activities for your children 
• Food delivery to your accommodation unit

Set amidst spectacular natural 
surroundings, yet with all the 
modern conveniences you need: 
at our facilities, you can also 
have a go at glamping, a creative, 
innovative and glamorous way to 
enjoy the comforts of a perfect 
accommodation unit on holiday 
too.
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YOUR EASY HOLIDAY
Easy-peasy, safe in the 
knowledge that everything 
you need is at hand: 
Whether you are travelling 
with your family, in a 
group or as a couple, here 
at our family camping 
villages you’ll find a large 
number of amenities 
to make your time here 
special and make your 
holiday truly wonderful!

FAMILIES, GROUPS, 
COUPLES & SPORTS

• Mobile homes, bungalows and 
pitches

• Spectacular water theme parks and 
pools

• Private beaches, free access 
beaches and Dog Beaches

• Bars and Restaurants-Pizzerias on 
site 

• Markets and Bazaar
• Sports facilities (volleyball, five-a-

side football, basketball, tennis and 
ping pong courts)

• Possibility of using the village 
facilities for group sports practice 
sessions

• Presence of facilities outside the 
camp site for other types of sports

• Gyms and fitness areas
• Communal areas and conference 

room for groups
• Wellness area
• Live entertainment
• Daytrip booking service
• Play areas for children
• Wi-Fi
• Bicycle hire

CLUB DEL SOLE AND TÜV
With the aim of improving the safety of its 
customers, Club del Sole has joined forces with 
TÜV Italia, part of the TÜV SÜD Group, a brand 
synonymous with reliability which has worked 
alongside companies for more than thirty years.
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A TRULY PERFECT ACCOMMODATION 
UNIT!

Choose your favourite Club del Sole destination! 
At our Family Camping Villages you’ll always find 
the perfect accommodation unit for you, among 
the chalets, bungalows, apartments, hotel rooms, 
mobile homes and camping pitches.

8,270 accommodation solutions including 
mobile homes, bungalows and camping pitches
1.2 million square metres available for your 
open-air holiday
3 million holidaymakers in our facilities each 
year

DISCOVER THE GLAM EXPERIENCE!
The most innovative and exclusive way to enjoy 
your open-air holiday! A circuit of glamorous 
accommodation facilities which combine the 
spectacular natural surroundings of our Family 
Camping Villages with the uniqueness of first-class 
accommodation amenities.

All the benefits of an accessible 
holiday
Also the perfect holiday for those 
who need some extra attention: 
accessible accommodation units 
with plenty of space and all the 
amenities to enjoy a holiday 
worry-free. Some of our villages 
are “Village 4 All - Accessible 
Hospitality Quality Seal” certified 
and have lifts in the pool areas 
and J.O.B. wheelchair accessible 
beaches.

ACCOMMODATION 
UNITS
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EMILIA 
ROMAGNA

TUSCANY

LAKE 
GARDA

Our 
DESTINATIONS
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FIND THE RIGHT 
VILLAGE FOR YOU!

MARCHE & 
ABRUZZO

CITY 
BREAKS

JESOLO & 
THE UPPER 
ADRIATIC



CLUB DEL SOLE
Family Camping Villages

Aizhana Zhantuarov
aizhana@clubdelsole.com
Director of Sales

Anna Dovadola
anna.d@clubdelsole.com
Sales Coordinator

Federica Benericetti
federica.b@clubdelsole.com
Sales Coordinator

Elisa Balboni
elisa.balboni@clubdelsole.com
Sales Coordinator

www.clubdelsole.com

JOIN THE CLUB!


